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CANTINE BARBERA 
viticoltrici    in    menfi 

 

My name is Marilena BarberaMarilena BarberaMarilena BarberaMarilena Barbera, and I am proprietor and winemaker at 

Cantine Barbera, my boutique winery based in Menfi, Sicily. 

I believe in organic viticultureorganic viticultureorganic viticultureorganic viticulture, and I strive to make wine in a very natural 

way, respecting the main elements that make terroir here so special: the 

sun, the ocean and the sea breeze.  

I use indigenous yeastindigenous yeastindigenous yeastindigenous yeast for all fermentations and avoid any additives and 

winery practices the may alter the influence of terroir, and the personality 

of each grape variety.  

My wines do not contain GMO, nor animal derived elements, and are 

suitable for vegans. I do not use concentration, micro-oxygenation or 

other invasive procedures: the wine’s stabilization is performed by only 

using cold temperature, filtration is very gentle, or totally avoided, and 

sulfites are always at the minimum possible level.  All processes are monitored in order to implement 

quality and traceability of all my wines, and to guarantee environmental respect. 

Cantine Barbera’s customerscustomerscustomerscustomers are people who care about food and about the way it is produced, who are 

interested in the traditional culture beyond a bottle of good wine, who respect the work that 

winegrowers do to achieve quality, and to make the pleasure of wine possible every day. 

 

 

    MY    WINES 

 

                    CLASSICSCLASSICSCLASSICSCLASSICS                                        WHITE CRUSWHITE CRUSWHITE CRUSWHITE CRUS                                                                                                RED CRUSRED CRUSRED CRUSRED CRUS 

 

My wines are produced from organicorganicorganicorganic    farmedfarmedfarmedfarmed grapesgrapesgrapesgrapes that have been grown and selected in Tenuta 

Belicello and are made with utmost care, attention and respect for the native Sicilian terroir to which 

they belong. They are very gently filtered or not filtered at all, in order to grant a genuine character, and 

may show natural sedimentsnatural sedimentsnatural sedimentsnatural sediments that do not alter the superior quality or the personality of each bottle. 
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Classic White 

Tivitti Inzolia Menfi DOC 2018 

InzoliaInzoliaInzoliaInzolia is a typical Sicilian grape variety, very common in the Menfi area, which I 

appreciate for the great potential of its fruit and for its pleasant aromas of fresh 

blossoms. The grapes have always been used in Sicily to produce the Marsala wine 

because they are able to concentrate an intense and full aromatic bouquet, well 

balanced by a satisfying degree of natural acidity. 

Tasting notes  

Bright golden yellow with a greenish hue, the wine has a charming bouquet with 

scents of white pear, broom and almond blossoms.  A well-balanced palate, with a 

pleasant freshness that reminds of citrus and of white ripe fruit on the finish. 

Technical information  

10 year-old single vineyard planted on a calcareous soil with limestones 

Harvest: manual picking mid-September 

Stainless steel fermentation from a wild yeast pied-de-cuve, after short skin contact.  

No malolactic, refining for 3 months in steel tanks; cold stabilization for 3 weeks.  

Non-fined, gently filtered. 

 

 

Classic Red 

Lu còri Nero d’Avola Menfi DOC 2018 

A feminine, sensual and fascinating Nero d’AvolaNero d’AvolaNero d’AvolaNero d’Avola wine with a spicy and lively saline 

character that represents the intriguing terroir where it is produced.  

Typical hot Sicilian summers are not so common in Menfi, where fresh ocean 

breezes are the main characteristic of our territory. This is why the grapes are never 

too ripe nor too sweet, and grant the wine a vibrant, unique personality. 

Tasting notes 

This young Nero d’Avola has a bright ruby color with intense shades of violet; its 

bouquet shows marine aromas, scents of mulberries and raspberries, pickle notes 

and a touch of light spices. On the palate, it is fragrant and full, with velvety tannins. 

Technical information 

20 year-old single vineyard planted on a clay soil 

Harvest: manual picking early September  

Spontaneous fermentation with wild yeast in stainless steel tanks.  

Malolactic fermentation and refining for 5 months.  

Non-fined, non-filtered. 
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Classic Rosé 

La Bambina Rosato Menfi DOC 2018  

La Bambina is dedicated to strong women, to their power and energy, to their 

tireless motivation in fighting for their beliefs, to their talent for problem solving 

despite difficulties and complications. It is a pleasant expression of Nero d’AvolaNero d’AvolaNero d’AvolaNero d’Avola 

grapes, harvested at night to preserve their freshest delicate aromas. 

 

Tasting notes 

Pale delicate copper color with a touch of salmon rose. To the nose, charming scents 

of wisteria blossoms merge into fruity tones of wild strawberries, watermelon and 

citrus skin. On the palate, it is fresh and well balanced with a pleasant and long 

lasting finish.  

Technical information 

10-year-old single vineyard planted on a calcareous soil  

Harvest: manual picking end of August  

La Bambina is a typical vin grisvin grisvin grisvin gris with no maceration on the skins: its light color comes 

from soft pressing immediately after the harvest. Stainless steel fermentation from a 

wild yeast pied-de-cuve. No malolactic, refining for 4 months in steel tanks. Non-

fined, gently filtered.            

 

 

Classic Sweet 

Albamarina Passito Menfi DOC 2018 

Albamarina is an original and elegant interpretation of CatarrattoCatarrattoCatarrattoCatarratto, which grapes dry 

directly on the vine after a thorough stem twisting: a pleasant and drinkable sweet 

wine that offers a full and fruity bouquet very well balanced by an exquisite marine 

freshness.  

Tasting notes 

An intense and bright golden color enriched by straw hues. The wine bouquet is 

intriguing and complex, showing delicate aromas of yellow flowers, ripe apricot and 

mango, with notes of acacia honey and quince. Fresh and intense on the palate, with 

a pleasant nice acidity and a persistent finish.  

Technical information 

35 year-old single vineyard planted on alluvial soil 

Harvest: stem twisting early September, manual harvest end of September  

Skin maceration and spontaneous fermentation with wild yeast.  

Malolactic completed; refined for 6 months in French barriques with abundant flor. 

Non-fined, sterile filtered.  
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White Cru  

Ammàno #6 Vino da tavola    

Entirely hand made from the grapes’ picking to the bottling, AmmànoAmmànoAmmànoAmmàno is a true 

expression of craft wine. No machines are ever used during the making, only 

traditional tools and hands. Labels are hand written. No additives added during the 

whole process, residual sulfites from the fermentation below 20 mg/liter. 

Tasting notes 

Its color is pure gold, with a cloudy texture due to yeast sediments. An intense 

bouquet of orange blossoms and yellow broom plays with apricot notes and all 

savory spectrum of the Mediterranean shrub: thyme, marjoram, oregano and a hint 

of incense. Dry and full on the palate, with a saline finish.  

Technical information 

9 year-old single vineyard planted on a clay soil 

Harvest: manual picking mid-September 

1 week maceration with skins and spontaneous fermentation with wild yeast. 

Malolactic completed, refining on fine lees for 6 months in French tonneaux.  

Non-fined, non-stabilized, non-filtered, hand bottled and labelled.  

 

 

White Cru 

Arèmi Catarratto Superiore Menfi DOC 2016  

Made with CatarrattoCatarrattoCatarrattoCatarratto grapes grown in a small 35-year-old vineyard, ArèmiArèmiArèmiArèmi is one of 

the most elegant expressions of Menfi’s terroir.  

A noble variety of antique Greek origins, Catarratto embodies the long lasting 

traditions of Western Sicily’s viticulture, reminding us that true modernity can only 

be achieved by respecting the work that dozens of generations before us have done 

to make our land the cradle of Mediterranean civilization. 

Tasting notes 

Deep golden yellow, Arèmi offers a complex bouquet of orange and citrus skin, 

almonds paste and fresh bread crust, enriched by scents of fine herbs and spices. 

Full and intense to the palate, its structure is heightened by a slight tannic feeling 

deriving from skin contact, and amplified by notes of sea brine. 

Technical information 

35 year-old single vineyard planted on a red clay soil  

Harvest: manual picking mid-September 

1 week maceration with skins, spontaneous fermentation with wild yeast, malolactic 

completed and refining on fine lees for 12 months in stainless steel tanks.  

Non-fined, non-stabilized, non-filtered. 
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White Cru 

Coste al Vento Grillo Menfi DOC 2017  

    

“Costa” is a Sicilian word for hillside, where the wind blowing from the ocean brings 

minerals to the soil and refreshment to vines and people. Here I grow the GrilloGrilloGrilloGrillo, a 

Sicilian native and intriguing variety that embodies the character of my homeland, 

with innovative style and unique charm. 

Tasting notes 

Its color is bright and intense golden yellow; to the nose, complex and elegant 

aromas of ripe fruit merge into herbal scents of oregano, mint and sage, on a rich 

layer of nettle and fine green tea. A long lasting, mineral and vibrant aftertaste 

enriches a pleasantly smooth palate.  

Technical information 

15 year-old single vineyard planted on fertile soil, rich in iron and other minerals 

Harvest: manual picking mid-September 

Spontaneous fermentation with wild yeast during 8 days’ skin contact, with 

pumping-overs that allow a full aromatic extraction; after soft-pressing, the 

fermentation continues until the wine is bone-dry.  

Refining on fine lees for 6 months in steel tanks, with weekly batonnages.  

Non-fined, cold stabilized, non-filtered.  

 

 

White Cru 

Dietro le Case Inzolia Menfi DOC 2018 

The old vines of InzoliaInzoliaInzoliaInzolia planted by my father in 1970 are both my heritage and 

future. Those native clones, having perfectly adapted to Menfi’s micro-climatic 

conditions, perfectly embody the remarkable wine-producing culture of this terroir.  

Tasting notes 

Its color is bright straw yellow; its bouquet is rich and complex, with scents of 

chamomile and broom flowers, yellow apple and a touch of thyme. On the palate, it 

is full and smooth with a well-balanced acidity and a persistent saline aftertaste. 

Technical information 

50 year-old single vineyard planted on a calcareous soil with limestones 

Harvest: manual picking mid-September 

24 hours’ pre-fermentative maceration with skins, fermentation from a wild yeast 

pied-de-cuve, no malolactic and refining on fine lees for 5 months in stainless steel 

tanks. Non-fined, cold stabilized, gently filtered.  
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White Cru 

Piana del Pozzo Chardonnay Menfi DOC 2016 

Piana del Pozzo is a surprisingly rich and fresh ChardonnayChardonnayChardonnayChardonnay: far away from any 

stereotype about Sicilian international wines, it fully embraces the marine influence 

of Menfi’s terroir to reveal a profound Mediterranean soul.  

Tasting notes 

Bright yellow with a magnificent deep golden hue. Its bouquet is intense and 

charming, with scents of citron and grapefruit, enriched by notes of aromatic fine 

herbs. On the palate, it is complex, full and elegant, combining smoothness and 

freshness. A long saline aftertaste.  

Technical information 

15 year-old single vineyard planted on a clay soil 

Harvest: manual picking early August 

36 hours’ pre-fermentative maceration with skins, fermentation from a wild yeast 

pied-de-cuve, refining on fine lees for 10 months in steel tanks with weekly 

batonnages.  

Non-fined, cold stabilization and gently filtered.  

 

 

Red Cru 

Ciàtu Alicante Menfi DOC 2016     

AlicanteAlicanteAlicanteAlicante is a Spanish grape that was probably introduced in Sicily during the 

dominations of XV-XVI centuries. Grown in several Mediterranean regions, it is 

known under different names such as Garnacha, Grenache and Cannonau.  

The special microclimate of Menfi influences deeply the varietal expression, 

balancing the Alicante’s typical fruity character with a unique saline finish.  

Tasting notes 

Inky and impenetrable red wine with an intense bright violet hue, CiàtuCiàtuCiàtuCiàtu has a rich 

and fruity bouquet of fresh blackberry and raspberry that stands out against an 

exotic layer of fine herbs and spices. Its captivating palate is juicy and fresh, with 

smooth silky tannins, a well-integrated acidity and a long finish.  

Technical information 

16 year-old single vineyard planted on a clay soil 

Harvest: manual picking end of August 

2 weeks maceration in one Slavonian oak tank with manual stirring of the cap during 

spontaneous fermentation with wild yeast, spontaneous malolactic completed; 6 

months refining in 30 hl Slavonian oak tank. Non-fined, non-filtered. 
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Red Cru 

Microcosmo Perricone Menfi DOC 2016 

    

PerriconePerriconePerriconePerricone is traditionally planted in Western Sicily with several minor varieties in 

order to minimize the austere, sometimes severe character of the grape. In Tenuta 

Belicello I planted the Perricone in a single vineyard with a 10% vines of CataneseCataneseCataneseCatanese, a 

local clone of Nerello Mascalese, mixing together the two varieties to create a single 

entity: what I care about is not blending their different characteristics, but showing 

their harmony within the vineyard.  

Tasting notes 

The wine has a bright and intense ruby red color; the nose delivers complex aromas 

of the finest oriental spices: cinnamon, ginger, incense, star anise then dried fruit, 

baked black olives, and salted capers. It is dry and very persistent to the palate, with 

a mineral fresh structure that evolves into an intense aftertaste.  

Technical information 

11 year-old single vineyard planted on a clay soil 

Harvest: manual picking end of August 

2 weeks maceration in steel tanks, spontaneous fermentation with wild yeast, 

spontaneous malolactic; 3 months refining in French tonneaux, plus further 12 months 

in steel tanks and 3 months in bottles. Non-fined, non-filtered.   

     

 

Red Cru 

Coda della Foce Rosso Riserva Menfi DOC 2011  

Coda della Foce is a blend of Nero d’AvolaNero d’AvolaNero d’AvolaNero d’Avola, MerlotMerlotMerlotMerlot and Petit VerdotPetit VerdotPetit VerdotPetit Verdot, separately made 

and refined, assembled after an accurate selection from the best barrels that 

express a great personality year after year.  

Tasting notes 

The wine has a dark ruby red color with a deep purple hue, and it reveals intense 

aromas of rose and violet, fruity notes of raspberry jam and the finest sweet spices. 

On the palate, it is full and well balanced: notes of red berries and black cacao 

powder enrich its good structure and smooth tannins give a pleasant mouth feeling. 

Fresh mineral tones on the finish. 

Technical information 

All three vineyards planted in the heart of Belicello, on clay alluvial soils  

Harvest: manual picking from end of August to mid-September 

Destemming and crushing followed by spontaneous fermentation; spontaneous 

malolactic completed; refining for 24 months in 30 hl Slavonian oak barrel.  

Non-fined, non-filtered. 
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Red Cru 

Azimut Merlot Menfi DOC 2012 

Produced since the vintage 2001, AzimutAzimutAzimutAzimut derives from the Arabic word as-sumuth, 

which means “direction”. I chose this name because being farmers and winemakers 

is not just a job, but implies a profound and conscious commitment in life. 

Tasting notes 

Ruby red color that shows a distinctive purple hue; intriguing shades of red rose, 

mint and black cacao powder enrich intense aromas of red and black macerated 

berries. Smooth and mouth filling, it has a good balance between a fully ripe and rich 

texture and fresh menthol sensations on the finish. 

Technical information 

16 year-old single vineyard planted on a clay soil 

Harvest: manual picking mid-August 

2 weeks maceration, spontaneous fermentation with wild yeast and spontaneous 

malolactic; refining for 12 months in 30 hl Slavonian oak barrel and 1 year in bottles. 

Non-fined, non-filtered. 

 

 

Red Cru 

La Vota Cabernet Sauvignon Menfi DOC 2012 

    

Along the western border of Tenuta Belicello, the course of Belìce River makes a 

loop, which we use to call “La vota”. The soil is sandy and deep, and it is invaded by 

the River’s waters every couple of years. As a result, a huge amount of sediments 

collects, enriching the terrain with a strong mineral component. 

Tasting notes 

The wine has a bright red ruby color, with a distinct garnet hue. To the nose, fresh 

menthol notes merge into a persistent bouquet of berries, licorice and brown 

tobacco. On the palate, it is warm and full bodied, with silky tannins and a long 

lasting finish of black chocolate and coffee. 

Technical information 

18 year-old single vineyard planted on sandy soils 

Harvest: manual picking second half of September  

10 days’ maceration, spontaneous fermentation with wild yeast and spontaneous 

malolactic; 18 months refining in Slavonian oak barrel.  

Non-fined, non-filtered.     
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MYMYMYMY    PRODUCTION CHOICESPRODUCTION CHOICESPRODUCTION CHOICESPRODUCTION CHOICES    

Organic farmingOrganic farmingOrganic farmingOrganic farming: a full organic protocol adopted in 2010, 

excluding weed killers, pesticides and systemic chemicals 

from the farm. The Azienda Agricola is certified certified certified certified organicorganicorganicorganic 

by independent board Suolo & Salute.  

Natural winemakingNatural winemakingNatural winemakingNatural winemaking: wild yeast fermentation, minimum 

use of oenological additives (only Vitamin C and low 

levels of sulfites), no fining (VEGAN FRIENDLY), no or 

gentle filtration. 

Environmental managementEnvironmental managementEnvironmental managementEnvironmental management:  wine production is a 

complex activity, which always has an impact on the 

environment. I try to reduce it to the bare minimum, 

choosing recyclable materials, reducing the bottles’ 

weight and managing natural resources with great 

attention. 100% renewable energy. 

 

This system was designed according to international 

standards ISO 9001ISO 9001ISO 9001ISO 9001 (quality system) 14001140011400114001 

(environmental management) and 10939109391093910939 (traceability). 

   

 

Contacts 

CANTINE BARBERA | Viticoltrici in Menfi 

Azienda Agricola Barbera s.s. di Marilena Barbera & C. 

Contrada Torrenova S.P. 79 - 92013 Menfi (Agrigento) Italia 

Tel. +39.0925.570442 | Fax +39.0925.78248 

info@cantinebarbera.it | www.cantinebarbera.it 

 

Let's keep in touch! 

  https://www.facebook.com/cantinebarbera  

  https://twitter.com/marilenabarbera  

  https://www.youtube.com/user/marilenabarbera 

  https://www.instagram.com/marilenabarbera/  

  https://www.flickr.com/photos/marilena_barbera/ 


